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Blue Canyon Technologies
• Located in Boulder and Lafayette, Colorado 
• Founded in 2008
• Wholly owned subsidiary of Raytheon I&S, Dec 2020




• BCT Thermal Engineering Director (2016 - present)
- Founded the Thermal Engineering Dept
• Background as instrument thermal engineer on NASA-GSFC 
missions at CU – LASP for 10 years
– GOES-R (NASA/NOAA), MAVEN (Mars), New Horizons (Pluto), MMS 
(Magnetosphere), SDO (Solar Obs), Glory (Earth Climate) 
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Introduction
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Optimizing the passive thermal design up front with concurrent 
thermal, mechanical, and electrical input is critical
• The thermal system is often a driving system for small satellites
• Thermal can directly impact SC capability, schedule, budget, and flight 
operations
• Common thermal challenges include:
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• 6U Demonstration mission by Colorado State 
University and JPL
• Studies precipitation events on a global scale
• Detector system requires temperature stability of +/-
1.5 °C 
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Temperature stability goal achieved better than +/- 1.5 °C
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CubeSat: TEMPEST-D
Image Credit: NASA JPL
TEMPEST-D Observation of Hurricane Florence 
(colored) overlapped with NASA GOES image
Image Credit: NASA
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• Concurrent TE, ME, and SE 
design
• Heater power as a priority
• Trade studies for heater 
placement
• Mechanical space for 
heaters built into system
• Concurrent TCS, EE, ME, SE 
design
• Minimize power
• Higher powered boards near 
mounting interface
• Additional copper layers 
within boards
• High powered components 
located near edge of boards
• Spread out high-powered 
components to lower W 
density
• Adequate fastener locations 
from board to mounting 
surface
• Concurrent TE, ME, SE 
design
• Flush mounting surfaces
• Thermal interface materials
• Mounting locations
• Clear FOV, flat surface 
radiators
• Optimize heat paths to 
radiator
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Challenges using Traditional Thermal Control
Small Sats are disruptive to industry because they are fast and cost effective
Thermal design must keep pace





– Too Power Heavy
– Lead times are too long
Large Heat Pipes 
Large Cryocoolers (NASA/JPL)
Phase Change Materials (PCM)
Thermoelectric Coolers
Large Deployable Radiators
Traditional Thermal Analysis Methods
Traditional MLI
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Advanced Concepts for Small Sat Thermal Mitigation
What is needed:
• High TRL, low power, small, low mass, reduced power versions of existing technology
– Heat transport within ICs improved to reduce junction temperatures
– Thermal Interface Materials with higher conductance and re-workability
– Light weight thermal straps
– Small heat pipes
– Small PCMs
– Mini CryoCoolers
– Small Louvers MLI 
– Heat Switches
– Others?
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• Statistical method of relating input factors to output responses, 
based on sampling the detailed thermal model and data fitting
• Maintains fidelity of the model instead of oversimplifying
• Allows for fast trades and sensitivity studies
• Keeps thermal design on pace with other subsystems
• Veritrek Software Results:
– Sensitivity studies are reduced dramatically
• CubeSat deployable radiator, ~1 month reduced to 5 days
• JPL Mars Helicopter study, ~4 months reduced to 10 days
• NASA MSFC  Lunar Lander study, hours down to < hour
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Reduced Order Modeling (ROM)
Advancements in Thermal Modeling
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1. Near Junction or On-die cooling
– Increase conduction for T-jc
– Man made diamond and other 
materials are added internal to the 
package
2. Thermal Interface Materials (TIMs)
– Increase conduction for T-jb
– Graphene, Carbon Nano Tubes
3. PCB Embedded Heat Transfer
– Miniaturized heat pipes
– High conductivity materials
4. Wedge lock conduction increased 30%
– ICELok from Advanced Cooling 
Technologies
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Electronics Components in Vacuum







Board Level Heat Transfer
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• Fast, cost effective, low mass, 
low volume (depending on TIM)
• Reworkable
• Through plane and in-plane 
conduction achievable
• Ability to better form thermal 
zones
• Dial in isolation for units that are 
needed to run warmer than their 
surroundings
• Increase contact between high 
heat dissipating items and their 
mounting interface
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TIMs increase or decrease thermal conductance 
to an interface as needed, and are becoming 
more effective
Advancements in Thermal Interface Materials
Carbice Carbon Thermal Interface Material, photo compliments of Carbice Corp.
Encapsulated APG, photo compliments of Advanced Cooling
Technologies
CHO-THERM Thermally Conductive Electrical
Insulator Pads, photo compliments of Parker
Chomerics
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• Graphene provides high in-plane conduction 
while remaining light weight and thin
• Various methods are used to maintain 
flexibility without splintering
• Specific Thermal Conductivity is 20 x better 
than Copper and 10 X better than Aluminum
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Heat straps can be large and heavy for Small 
Sats. Innovations are making them 
Advancements in Heat Straps
PYRO PGF Heat Straps, image compliments of Thermotive Technology
Thermal-LyNX heat strap, 
Photo compliments of ThermalSpace
k-Core Heat Strap, 
Photo compliments of Boyd Corp.
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• Oscillating Heat Pipes (OHP)
– 2 phase cooling
– Acts as an active cooling 
system but is passive
– Heat spreaders, heat sinks, 
heat straps
• Flat Heat Pipes
– 90% lighter than copper
– 10x conductivity of copper
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Advancements in Heat Pipes
Oscillating Heat 
Spreader(above) and OHP Heat 
Strap (below) Photo 
compliments of ThermaVant
Flat Heat Pipe photo compliments of 
LoadPath
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• Reduces radiator size for hot cases
• Reduces heater power for cold cases
• Volume and mass depend on the amount of power being 
damped
• Available in smaller sizes
• Can be stacked between components
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PCMs can reduce peak loads and spread heat
Advancements in Phase Change Materials (PCM)
Illustration of Q-Store
Photo compliments of LoadPath
Small Phase Change Materials
Photo compliments of Advanced Cooling Tech (ACT)
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• Miniature cryocoolers have been developed by: 
• Creare
• Sunpower, Inc., 
• Riccor-USA, Inc. 
• Thales & NASA JPL 
• Northrop Grumman 
• Lockheed Martin 
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Multiple types of cryocoolers are being miniaturized
Advancements in Cryocoolers
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• Includes Aluminized Kapton 
outer layer
• Embossed Mylar internal layers
• Transfer Adhesive
• Edge and Closeout Tape
• Custom MLI can be provided 
by
– Aerothreads
– Aerospace Fabrication and 
Materials
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Materials are available from Dunmore and Sheldahl.
Dunmore’s SatKit has small quantities of:
Advancements in MLI
SatKit
Photo compliments of Dunmore
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• Small versions available
• Redwire, Thermotive, Thermal 
Managements Technologies
• Increases radiator size
• Hinge line conduction is needed
• Custom
• Louvers have been flown on Dellingr
to demonstrate a TRL 7 by NASA
• Emissivity based on coating phase 




Deployable Radiator Illustration compliments of LoadPath
Micro Louvers
Variable Emissivity Radiator Coating
Radiator Tape Application
• Cutting methods for tapes like Silver 
Teflon 5 mil and similar
• Cricut Drag Cutter
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The innovative, fast, and cost-effective nature of small satellites is the perfect application to develop 
and fly new thermal technologies.
If new thermal tech is available and not included here, please contact me at jyoung@bluecanyontech.com 
Looking Ahead
